Lancasterian
Inspiring each other and growing together to achieve our best
Inspire – Grow – Achieve
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Dear Parents and Carers
It is coming to the end of Spring Term. It is lovely to see the sunshine more and all the new leaves and
blossoms out on the trees. It has again been a wonderful term where the pupils have amazed me with what they
are able to achieve. Everyone is continuing to demonstrate our ethos of Inspiring each other to Grow and
Achieve the best they can.
This term has seen the whole school come together to learn more about how to keep safe on the internet and in
the digital world. I am amazed at how well our pupils are able to use the internet and IT to access their world.
However, with this comes responsibility to keep themselves safe. Internet Safety Week was a wonderful week of
learning that added to what the pupils already learn in their PSHE lessons.
The second whole school event was the very popular ‘World Book Day’. All the pupils enjoyed dressing up as
their favourite character and it was good to raise the profile of ‘reading’ with the pupils. This complemented the
greater focus the school has had this year in further developing the guided reading within our English lessons.
In High School this term we have had a project for our older Key stage 4 pupils with a company called ‘Digital
Advantage’. The pupils worked all week with one of the advisors to develop a digital business plan. The pupils
came up with the idea of developing the Rose Café and bringing it into the 21 st Century. They have re-branded
the café and are now able to take contactless card payments. They are continuing this project all year and will
be working on developing the online ordering and a resource ‘café in a backpack’ to market to other schools. All
I could say was ‘WOW’. I was definitely ‘Inspired’ by our oldest pupils and I also know that the people for Digital
Advantage were.
The primary pupils learnt about Chinese New Year this term. The pupils
made lots of dragons and took part in a Chinese Dragon Parade. It was great
to see all the pupils working together to make the ‘dragon’ dance around the
school. Everyone had lots of fun.
Finally, I am sure you all agree, that our pupils need every
opportunity to maximise their learning. To support this we need
to ensure that our pupils are in school as much as possible. If we
all work together, I am certain we can achieve our whole school
target this year of 90% attendance.

Happy holidays and I look forward to seeing
everyone again on Tuesday 23rd April.

Alison Randall
Head teacher

Lavender class
We have had a great Spring term in
Lavender class. We have been doing
lots of work on the story ‘We’re Going
on a Bear Hunt’. We’ve read the story
lots of times, using lots of sensory
resources. We have also made our own
display about the story using the art
work we made. It looks great!
This term we have loved getting
creative (and a bit messy!) with paint.
We made our own daffodils for St.
David's Day.

Our favourite week this term had to be the week
of World Book Day. We read lots of new stories
and explored lots of different activities linked to
them. We loved the porridge oats that the 3 bears
left in the home corner and building houses for the
3 little pigs. We also loved painting pictures of
ourselves dressed up in our fabulous costumes.

Blossom class
We have had a fantastic Spring term in Blossom class.
In English and Communication we have been focusing
on matching letters to their initial sounds. We are
continuing to work on the letter sounds ‘satpin.’ Some
of us can now trace the letters of our name! We have
also been making silly sounds with our voices and a
microphone; singing, making animal sounds and doing
lots of blowing activities. We also use music to
practice anticipation and asking for more.

In Maths and number we have been
focusing on quantity and have been
counting using mini-beasts hidden
in different places and materials.
At snack time we have to count out
pennies to make 1-5p. We spend
lots of time learning to use our
hands and fingers by playing with
different textures.

We had fun celebrating Pancake Day
and World Book day

Leeloo visits on a Friday. She joins in
with our activities and we teach her
to sit and wait

Sunflower class
We have been busy this term exploring lots of different
textures as part of our Eco-Warriors topic. In Art and
Technology we have been learning about the Rainforest

We have been using our switches in
cause and effect activities.

and Arctic Regions.

We have been learning how to sit, roll and
stand in our physical development sessions.

We have been learning about friendship
in our Personal and Social Education sessions.

We are learning to enjoy a range of
different textures and love listening to
music in our Tac Pac lessons.

Jasmine class
Jasmine class have enjoying their learning this term.
We really enjoyed learning about position and direction in
maths. Labeka was able to follow direction cards to move the
Beebot robot. Khaled arranged his own algorithms to follow.

Janiya, Adeena and Ayman loved using
the gym equipment to balance, climb and
jump.

In Jasmine, we love practical learning activities. Jessica enjoyed making
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Bluebell class
This term we have been looking at Manchester in our
history and geography lessons, learning about where
we live and looking at different kinds of transport. We
have been learning what Manchester is famous for and
what we have to be proud of in our city.

Every week in Happy Café we are leaning to order
our own drinks and snacks and to count out our
money; building our independent skills and improving
our understanding of maths.

We are constantly working hard on improving our
mark-making skills, working towards independently
tracing letters from our names in lots of different
ways.

We have been enjoying watching everything grow
outside and have been working on lots of spring
artwork for our new displays. We have also been
decorating eggs ready for Easter!

Acorn class
In English we have been learning lots about nonfiction texts. We have become ‘experts’ at spotting
whether a book is fiction or non-fiction and we now
know many features of non-fiction texts. We have
become very good at using a contents page to
locate information and learned about alphabetical
order in the index; we can now read words and put
them in alphabetical order ourselves. We have
begun to read and classify information under
subheadings and will be writing our own non-fiction
report on an animal.

In maths we have done lots of work on identifying
and classifying 2d and 3d shapes. We had lots of
fun exploring shapes and sorting them according
to different properties. We have also been learning
about fractions and know that half is shared
equally between two and a quarter is between
four. We did some problem solving and found out
that only even numbers can be divided by two – it
doesn’t work out fairly with odd numbers!

In People & Places we have been learning all about Spain and
have loved learning Spanish – we can say our names and also
how we are feeling. ‘Fenomenal! ‘
We celebrated World book day and Shrove Tuesday. We
loved making pancakes!

In Science we have been learning all about life cycles
of plants and animals. We loved planting sunflower
seeds and thought all about what plants need to grow.
We have loved watching them grow – each day they
are getting a bit bigger!

Willow class
In English sessions Willow pupils have been venturing to our outside quad area to discover what happens
in the spring time. Pupils are encouraged to wake spring up, to find flowers, weeds, frogs, seeds and to
see if they can hear the birds singing and the bees buzzing.

In science sessions, pupils have been learning about plant growth. We have been exploring the smells of
a range of living herbs. We have been potting herbs, exploring the seeds and the soil and planting a new
seed each week. So far we have planted cherry tomatoes, fennel, broccoli, mint, parsley, basil and rosemary.

In Maths sessions we have been developing
our building, matching, sorting, listening,
looking, reaching and posting skills.

Birch class
Birch have had a really busy half term! For Pancake Day
we loved learning how to make our own batter and even
had a go at tossing the pancakes. We celebrated World
Book Day on the 7th March by dressing up as our characters from our favourite books. Even class staff joined in
and dressed up as characters from the Wizard of Oz!

We enjoyed our trip to the Imperial War Museum that
took place on the 13th of March. The pupils learnt a lot and
enjoyed a fabulous day out. We continued our topic of
World War Two by inviting Bethan’s mum and dad in to talk
to us about what life was like in the war. Birch class thoroughly enjoyed role playing an evacuation and finishing off
with a jive!

Maple class
What a fantastic term it has been!
In English we learnt how to write biographies. We each chose a
famous person who inspires us (including Cristiano Ronaldo, some
YouTube stars and Rowan Atkinson) and enjoyed researching
facts about their lives before writing our own biographies. We
then went on to learn how to create images using descriptive and
creative writing. We described passing through a wardrobe into a
different place; it was fantastic to see the creative settings the
students described.
This half-term in Science we have been learning about “Scientific
Enquiry” where we created our own controlled
experiments to
learn about the importance of a fair test. The students particularly enjoyed our cress investigation (Cress-tigation).

In maths, we have been studying the
properties of shapes, learning about
statistics as well as improving our addition
and subtraction skills using the column
method. Over the past few weeks, we have
been starting our maths lessons with a
quick game of “What time is it anyway?”. It
has been fantastic to see that the whole
class has made progress telling the time
using an analogue clock – why not play a
game at home?

During this term we have also taken
part in World Book Day, celebrated
Pancake Day and supported Comic
Relief. These have provided some
great excuses to have some fun as a
class as we learn!
Thank you for continuing to show your
support!

Beech class
Beech class have been working very hard this term and made great
progress! We are all trying hard to improve our spoken English and speak
in complete sentences. In Maths we have been exploring number and
measures. We investigated weight, length and capacity. We had a lot of
fun writing and following instructions in our English lessons when we
made a ‘giant chocolate head’. In Science we investigated chemical
reactions

and

materials.
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colouring

bicarbonate of soda to make ‘fizzy colours’ .Try it at home!

In History we explored life during World War 2. We made gas
masks and practised air raid drills by hiding under the tables. We
interviewed Bethan’s mum and dad who remember being
children during the war and told us all about their experiences.
They even danced the jive for us! Finally we visited Stockport
air raid shelter. This was a fantastic opportunity to experience
first hand what it was like to stay in an air raid shelter and how
it must have felt. It was a little bit scary but we loved it!

and

Oak class
The pupils really enjoyed their trip to Manchester Museum, they were extremely lucky to have
the opportunity to hold a variety of different animals, including an incredibly rare frog. They were fascinated
to hear from the curators at the museum how they restore the artefacts using a really strong laser machine.

As part of their Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
award Oak chose to study animal care, we
have borrowed Leeloo, the Bolognese dog,
from Becca in Blossoms class. All of the
pupils have had the chance to take her for
a walk and practise giving her commands.

As part of our work in RE we visited the Manchester
Central Foodbank and the Holy Name Catholic church.
We donated a large amount of food that we had
collected and learnt how the food bank makes up food
parcels.

We had the opportunity to have a go at

making up our very own food parcels using a check list
that the centre uses. We then went on to interview a
member of the church about how Christians view life
as a journey. We asked questions about how birth,
marriage and death are celebrated in the Catholic
church.

Our work towards achieving the
ASDAN accreditation allowed us to
visit two different leisure places
and write reports about them. We
visited Liverpool World museum and
Knowsley Safari Park.

All of the

pupils later wrote reports about
each venue.

